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Clinical History
During routine physical examination of a 23 year-old asymptomatic male, a systolic murmur was discovered which prompted a transthoracic echocardiographic examination. The echocardiogram demonstrated mild left ventricular systolic dysfunction, with an ejection fraction of 47%, but failed to identify the cause of the murmur.

A cardiac gated coronary CTA, which was obtained to exclude coronary anomaly, ruled out the presence of coronary anomaly but revealed a small muscular ventricular septal defect (VSD).

The ventricles were otherwise morphologically normal, but cine CT evaluation demonstrated systolic LV dysfunction. The CT based functional LV parameters were: EF =51%, LV mass =173g; end systolic volume (ESV) =69ml; end diastolic volume (EDV) =141ml; and stroke volume =72ml.

This case illustrates the potential of cardiac CT to not only definitely exclude or rule in the presence of coronary anomalies, fistulas or myocardial bridges, but also to quantify ventricular function and to detect structural abnormalities such as a VSD. In this case the VSD may have otherwise been undetected which would have left the patient with an unexplained murmur.
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